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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to make a contribution to (compositional) development methods for concurrent programs. In particular,
it takes a fresh look at a number of familiar ideas including the problem of interference. Some subtle issues of observability –
including granularity – are explored. Based on these points, the paper sets out some requirements for an approach to developing
systems by “splitting atoms safely”.
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1. Introduction

If an action is said to be executed “atomically”, it is assumed that it will not be affected by interference and that the
environment will not be able to observe intermediate steps of the action in question. The bugbear of concurrency is that
interference must be tolerated. With shared state programs, an action must achieve some required result even though
its state can be changed by other interfering processes (and interference is also at the heart of communication-based
concurrency).

The aim here is to argue that there is a useful method for developing concurrent programs which explicitly uses
a “fiction of atomicity” as an abstraction and then allows steps of development which “split atoms safely”. This
development process might be called “refining atomicity”. One of the things which makes the approach interesting is
that it is used widely: Edsger Dijkstra’s [13] is one of the early examples of making solutions “more and more fine-
grained”. Much of database implementation (for a recent description see [53]) is also about preserving the fiction of
atomicity when implementations deliberately overlap the execution of transactions. What is sought here is a general
development method which has the properties of other formal methods for developing programs.

Before an outline of a development method for refining atomicity can be given in Section 4, it is necessary to look
more closely at issues like “granularity”. In passing we note how valuable operational semantics is in this study.

John Reynolds recognised role of “interference” in [44] where he focused on the interference caused by the sharing
brought about by parameter passing. John’s other thoughts on this topic include notions of “separation logic” and
“syntactic interference” [43,45,46]. Interestingly, John also made the link with atomicity in a recent talk at POPL’04.
(I am grateful to Peter O’Hearn for bringing this to my attention.) By coincidence, my thesis [21] was approved in the
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ENQ (new : X)

ext wr queue : X -set
post queue =↼−−−queue ∪ {new}

DEQ () r : X

ext wr queue : X -set
pre queue 6= { }

post r = mins(↼−−−queue) ∧ queue =↼−−−queue − {r}.

Fig. 1. A specification for a priority queue.

same year as the publication of John’s book [44]. My suggestion there was to use rely/guarantee conditions to specify
and reason about the interference which comes from concurrent execution of shared variable imperative programs.
Further discussion of rely/guarantee conditions – and citations to developments – are in Section 3. In particular, both
the reasons for wanting to limit the use of the rules for rely/guarantee conditions and their subtle interaction with
granularity are explored below. Both of these issues are important in understanding the case for “refining atomicity”.

2. Interference

It is perhaps useful to say a few words first about “states” per se. What classifies a programming language as
“imperative” is the ability of its programs to change some form of state. At a macro-level, this might be the content of
files or a database; within a program, the state consists of a collection of variables which are affected by assignment
statements of some form. The majority of this paper is concerned with imperative programs in which interference
is allowed to manifest itself as state changes. While one can try to avoid states, they are an extremely useful
abstraction even when specifying a system. (Section 5 indicates how interference reappears with communication-
based parallelism and discusses the relevance of the other ideas in this paper to process algebras.)

It has been argued elsewhere (e.g. [24]) that a single state value represents an equivalence class of histories of
a system. Consider, for example, the specification given in Fig. 1 which indicates how a priority queue might be
specified.1 Starting with an initial state which contains the empty set, operations ENQ and DEQ (the latter subject to
its pre-condition) can be performed in any order; both operations are shown (ext wr) as changing the state (queue).
The operation ENQ takes an argument but delivers no result whereas DEQ takes no argument and delivers a result.
The VDM use – in post-conditions – of marking the initial value of the state (e.g. ↼−−−queue) follows a suggestion of Peter
Aczel [2]. The function mins is assumed to deliver the minimum value from its (non-empty set) argument

mins : X -set→ X.

The point about state values representing an equivalence class of histories can now be applied to this example by
noting that

ENQ (x2)

ENQ (x1);ENQ (x2);DEQ ()

ENQ (x2);ENQ (x1);DEQ ()

where
mins({x1, x2}) = x1

all leave the state value as

{x2}.

It is important to appreciate that the intention of a specification like that in Fig. 1 is that the external behaviour is
what is defined. It is not required that the internal state is implemented with a set data type. In fact, what is called

1 The specification here is written in VDM; transliterating into, for example, “B” [1] would change nothing essential.
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in [24] “data reification” (elsewhere “data refinement”) is a development method which has rules for showing that
behaviour can be preserved with changed data structures.2 The key point is that it is assumed that the only way of
observing the behaviour of the priority queue is with the stated operations.

The post-conditions of Fig. 1 define acceptable final results and, for sequential programs, the issue of atomicity does
not arise. Again, the key point of “observability” is that no process can see intermediate states of the operations. VDM
uses the phrase “operation decomposition” for the use of proof rules for introducing programming language constructs
like while. These rules are like “Hoare axioms” except that they cope with VDM’s insistence on post-conditions of
two states (initial and final). A post-condition does not require execution in a single step, such execution can only
be thought of as atomic in the sense of no interference on – and no visibility of – intermediate states. Development
is expected to create a program which executes in many steps; but for sequential programs, we ignore interference
during their execution.

Since the priority queue example is used below, it is worth highlighting the point about the range of
implementations: an implementer could, for example, arrange for quick response to ENQ by adding new elements
to an unordered state – DEQ would then need to determine the minimum element; at the other extreme, there are
implementations in which ENQ takes more time to place new elements in an ordered data structure so that DEQ
responds quickly. Section 4 shows how concurrency can be used to make both operations respond quickly.

Experience with the use of formal development methods like VDM or B suggests a number of properties that are
desirable:

(1) designers are good at making design decisions and a method should support the stepwise introduction of detail
from an abstract specification through to an executable implementation;

(2) design steps must support – not constrain – a designer’s intuition;
(3) recording the steps ought to yield a useful design history of the artefact;
(4) the advantages of redundancy and diversity can be enjoyed in the development process if the designer can posit a

design step and the rules of the method can generate proof obligations whose discharge ensures the step is correct
(with respect to previous specifications)3;

(5) the amount of proof work to discharge the proof obligations must bear a reasonable relation to the size of the step;
(6) in particular, while the justification of the proof obligations themselves might prove challenging, their use should

be within the grasp of software engineers;
(7) one step of development ought not to be invalidated by later decisions.

The last property (7) warrants expansion since it is important to carry forward from methods which handle
sequential programs to the objectives for methods that cope with concurrency. Both operation decomposition and data
reification are “compositional” in the sense that the specifications define all that is required of an implementation.
In other words, one can prove that one step of design is correct and know that – if sub-components are developed
according to their specifications – there will not be a need to reject them because they do not fit their context.
Understanding why compositionality is difficult to achieve for concurrent programs is a prerequisite for devising
useful development methods.

Interference is the essence – and bugbear – of concurrent execution. There are two ways in which the sort of
uninterrupted operations of the standard (sequential) interpretation of VDM specifications are too limiting. In many
important computer systems, the notion of overlapping updates is inherent in their intended function. An obvious
example is a banking system which has to deal with concurrent transfer transactions. (The links to database transaction
ideas are picked up at the end of the next section.) The other reason for wanting development methods which do not
assume that operations like ENQ and DEQ of Fig. 1 are executed atomically is that the implementation itself might
use concurrent operations to increase performance. (This is of course making assumptions about multi-processor
implementations but the concern here is on specifying and reasoning about concurrency not on utilizing hardware.)
The example which is used below – see Fig. 2 and the discussion around it – to draw out more subtle points of
atomicity is determining the prime numbers up to some stated value by “sieving” out all of the composites: specifying

2 Here again, the specifics of the VDM approach (“retrieve functions”, “adequacy”, “implementation bias”) are unimportant; for a broad
comparison of approaches to “data refinement” see [16].

3 The phrase “posit and prove” has been used to describe the way in which a designer can make a natural design step and justify that it satisfies
a prior specification.
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Rem(i)

ext s:N-set
rely s ⊆↼−s

guar ↼−s − s ⊆ mults(i) ∧ s ⊆↼−s

post mults(i) ∩ s = { }.

Fig. 2. Parallel implementation of Sieve.

separate processes which each remove multiples of their own index is an example of the sort of interference which
must be handled.

The “Owicki/Gries method” [38,37] extended Hoare-like approaches to handle concurrency but the resulting
method is non-compositional in the sense that proven developments of independent processes might have to be
discarded if they fail a final “interference freedom” property of their proofs. The fact that this test cannot be applied
until after the complete development of each process, means that their rejection would require much rework.

It was striving for compositionality which led this author to look for ways of documenting interference in
rely/guarantee conditions.4 Essentially, a rely condition records the interference which an implementation must
tolerate on its state and a guarantee condition documents a limit on the interference the component can generate. Both
rely and guarantee conditions are – like VDM’s post-conditions – relations over pairs of states. Like pre-conditions,
rely conditions can be thought of as giving permission for the implementer to ignore certain potential deployments
of the code to be created (few systems work in an arbitrary starting state; even fewer can tolerate arbitrary state
changes during their execution). On the other hand, guarantee conditions are like post-conditions in that they record
an obligation on the created program. The referenced papers contain proof rules for showing that a decomposition
into parallel processes will be correct if the components are developed so as to satisfy their specifications.

The details of particular methods vary but are not important here; [15] compares different compositional and non-
compositional approaches.

What is of interest in this paper is the connection between interference and atomicity. This is explored in the
next section after some insight is sought from operational semantics. The immediate reason for looking at techniques
for describing language semantics is to indicate that SOS provides a straightforward way to formalize many of the
points on granularity etc. This material is only sketched here because it is relatively routine. The real justification for
exploring SOS can be seen in Section 5 when the issue of justifying design methods is addressed.

McCarthy’s original view [32] of an “abstract interpreter” recorded operational semantics by a (recursive) function
exec : Statement × Σ → Σ , (where Σ is the set of machine states) which, for a given program and a given starting
state, computes the final state. These were interpreters, but made abstract by the use of abstract objects such as sets
and maps (especially the use of the latter for environments and stores).

The generalization to define non-deterministic constructs requires a function which computes the set of possible
final states. But this idea does not generalise easily to cover concurrency because of the need to define all possible
merges of order to get the set of possible resulting states exec : Statement × Statement × Σ → P(Σ ). One could
define a predicate which characterized the valid state pairs but it is actually far easier to move to an SOS frame.

It is observed in [29] that a crucial contribution of “Structural Operational Semantics” (as in [40]5) is that the
presentation as rules shifts the non-determinism to a meta-level: “Plotkin rules” appear to show single transitions and
it is the fact that more than one rule matches a given situation that expresses the non-determinism.

One can think of an SOS description as defining a relation over pairs of program texts and states; thus
s
−→: P((Statement × Σ )× (Statement × Σ )).

What is going on with shared variable concurrency is that interference occurs when more than one thread of control
can read and/or write to the same portion of a state.

4 In addition to the thesis cited above [21], more readily obtained publications are [22,23,28]. Further research contributions to this approach to
interference include [50,12,54,6,14,5].

5 Now reprinted as [42] with an accompanying note [41].
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As a simple illustration, consider parallel execution of two sequences of assignments. Ignoring for now the
possibility of non-determinism in expression evaluation, use

eval : Expression× Σ → Value.

The (atomic) execution of the assignment statement from the head of the left sequence is expressed as

v = eval(e, σ )

([x ← e]y restleft || right , σ )
s
−→ (restleft || right , σ Ď {x 7→ v}) .

With the obvious symmetric rule for the right sequence,

v = eval(e, σ )

(left || [x ← e]y restright, σ )
s
−→ (left || restright, σ Ď {x 7→ v}) .

This shows how non-determinism can arise depending on the order in which statements are executed from the two
parallel streams. Thus

(x ← x ∗ 2; x ← x ∗ 3) || (x ← x ∗ 4; x ← x ∗ 5)

will, if the initial value of x is 1, set the final value of x to factorial 5. Whereas, when x starts at 1

(x ← x + 1) || (x ← x ∗ 2)

can leave x as 3 or 4.
Although the basic points are illustrated here with assignment statements, this should not disguise the fact that the

same issues arise at different language levels. Interference could be shown with separate programs accessing shared
files or separate “transactions” changing a database.

Of course, there are extensive areas of programming language design devoted to limiting interference
(e.g. semaphores, conditional critical regions, monitors) and thus making it safer to write programs in such languages.
But the semantics of a language must illustrate the most general case and our purpose below is to find safe ways of
developing interfering programs.

3. Granularity

It should already be clear that “observability” has a key connection with atomicity: it is, in fact, not too strong to
say that it defines the notion of sequential (non-interfering) programs. This section explores the more subtle issue of
“granularity”.

The operational semantics in the previous section shows assignment statements being executed atomically. That
is, if the head of left (say x ← e) is being executed, there are no state changes made between the beginning of the
evaluation of e and the change to x ; nor can right be observing x whilst it is being changed. For a useful programming
language, such an assumption of atomicity is unrealistic in that it would be extremely expensive to implement (in terms
of say semaphore setting).6

One attempt to avoid the problems posed by two threads referring to shared variables is to say that any assignment
statement can use (in either left or right-hand contexts) at most one shared variable. This is sometimes referred to as
“Reynolds’ rule”.7 It has its own obvious disadvantage in that any statement of the form

x ← e(x)

has to be rewritten as

local← e(x); x ← local

6 If assignment statements are not to be executed atomically, interference can occur during the evaluation of expressions (and the last example
of the previous section could also result in x having the value 2). It is worth noting that an operational semantics for this “finer granularity” needs
to show values being slotted into expressions (see discussion in [29] as to why this is troublesome and what might be done to circumvent it).

7 Attributed to Reynolds in [38] but I have heard John disown it!
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even where the logic of the program shows that in this context, no other thread could change x . Moreover, the
expansion does nothing to avoid “lost updates”.

More seriously, this idea gives no clue as to how one might handle variables which cannot be accessed and/or
changed atomically: consider for example array or record assignments (but it is not necessarily safe to assume that
numbers can be changed by an indivisible machine operation).

The preceding section explains how rely and guarantee conditions are assertions about interference but the cited
papers on this way of developing concurrent programs only hint at the question of “atomicity”. In cases like simple
(Boolean) switches, a rely condition which states that the environment will never set myswitch to false

↼−−−−−
myswitch⇒ myswitch

is safe. Conditions that, say, state a variable is monotonically decreasing are quite often needed in program
developments using rely/guarantee conditions and can be more delicate in the sense that realising changes atomically
can be difficult in most programming languages.

In many such cases, there is a fascinating interplay with data reification.8 There is an example in [38] where two
(or more) parallel processes are searching for the least index (i) to an array A for which a predicate p(A(i)) holds. A
compositional development of the same example is given in [21]. A key point in the development there states that both
processes rely on, and guarantee, that the lowest index t where such a value has been found monotonically decreases
(t ≤ ↼−t ). If t were itself a shared variable, even an assignment like t ← v would not safely decrease t in the case
where v ≤ t at the start of execution because interference could reduce t to a value less than v. What is actually done
in [21] is to reify t into two variables v1 and v2 and use the retrieve function

t = min(v1, v2).

(The i th process can write vi ; either process can read both v j .) The i th process can now reduce t by changing vi
without fear of interference and without atomicity assumptions on things like assignment statements.

This observation appears to be important because it is echoed in other examples — some of which are considerably
more complicated. In fact, the extremely subtle “Asynchronous Communication Mechanisms” (ACM) like Simpson’s
“four slot” algorithm can be understood in this way. The essence of the problem with ACMs is to have a shared
variable into which processes can both read and write without ever waiting on any locks. If it is not assumed that
read and write of whole variables is atomic, this becomes very difficult. Hugo Simpson has shown that – under the
assumption only of atomic update of some 1-bit indicators – this can be achieved with 4 slots for values (see [48] and
back references therein). The paper [19] develops this example using data reification (the question of “metastability”
of the bit variables is tackled in [39]).

The same link between data reification and interference can be seen in the development of a concurrent “Sieve
of Eratosthenes”. The aim is to arrange that some shared set s is set to exactly the set of primes up to some value
n. A sequential sieve would first remove all multiples (2 and above) of 2, then find the next lowest value in s and
remove its multiples and so on up to the square root of n. The idea of a parallel version is to use a family of parallel
processes Rem(i) – one for each index between 2 and the square root of n – and make them responsible for removing
the multiples

mults : N→ N-set

of their index. The specification of Rem is as in Fig. 2. Full developments of this example can be found in several of
the cited papers.9 Here, the interest is on the reification of the set s. Even if one had a programming language which
supported variables of type set, an assignment like

s := s − {i ∗ n}

would not satisfy the guarantee condition in the presence of interference (e.g. having accessed s to compute the set
difference, another process could remove some composite j which would then be re-inserted by the assignment to s).

8 Although the examples are from this author’s own papers, the link with atomicity has only recently become evident.
9 It is a super illustration of the usefulness of rely/guarantee conditions and has become our equivalent of the Stack example for property-oriented

specifications of abstract data types.
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Again, it is the choice of a data representation for s which makes things work: s is represented by a vector of bits; an
element of the set can be removed by setting the corresponding bit to false; this operation is assumed to be atomic.

It appears then that compositional development of concurrent programs using rely/guarantee conditions – at least
sometimes – depends on the choice of representations where an appropriate atomic operation is available. So, while
the rely/guarantee idea does not commit to a specific level of granularity (nor does it need “Reynolds’ rule”), there
is certainly a danger that a development could hit a dead end if appropriate atomic operators cannot be found. This
is not a reason to doubt the usefulness of a development method: no development method can be expected to avoid
all false moves; the formalism is intended to check individual steps rather than guarantee that there will never be
dead ends. In the Sieve example, the trick with a “characteristic function” of a set is well known and the development
is well studied. This leaves open the question of whether dead ends are harder to spot in this sort of development
of concurrent programs. A more “experimental” exploration of a novel algorithm using rely/guarantee conditions is
given in [9].

4. Splitting atoms safely

If a development method is to be found for concurrent programs, it is worth looking back at data reification and
operation decomposition (under which heading, for now, development of concurrent programs using rely/guarantee
conditions is included). Both of these approaches are compositional in a useful sense. From a short specification,
key early design decisions can be recorded and justified in the knowledge that further, more detailed, steps will not
invalidate the early decisions. Development processes, however formal, which create a whole program which is then
subjected to some final “check” leave the danger of massive “scrap and rework”. Notice that this applies whether
the post facto check is testing, model-checking or even proof. This is precisely the problem with Owicki’s final
“interference freedom” proof: having completely developed separate programs and shown they satisfy their individual
post-conditions, they might have to be discarded because a statement in one interferes with a proof step in another.

A further bonus of using both data reification and operation decomposition is that they leave behind useful design
abstractions as documentation. So we would hope to find methods for developing concurrent programs which are also
compositional.

What is being suggested here is to design as though things will be atomic and then to allow steps of the processes
to overlap. This approach might be called “atomicity refinement”. There are obviously cases where it is trivial and
cases where it is invalid. Almost all of our programs are now run on operating systems which share the resources
of the hardware; even the physical memory itself is shared by paging schemes; but it is the responsibility of the
operating system to keep such programs completely independent from interfering with each other. Mostly, they do
this successfully.

Atomicity can be relaxed where there is no danger of interference; the design has been clarified by using the “fiction
of atomicity”.

On the other hand, it is not valid to relax the (unrealistic) assumption of atomicity on assignments in the sequence
of statements in Section 2 for computing factorial 5. So another way of describing the sought development approach
is “splitting atoms safely”.

The idea of “atomicity refinement” underlies the notion of database transactions. It is straightforward to write an
SOS for transactions being executed in arbitrary order but separately (i.e. atomically). Any database system actually
executes overlapped transactions because the amount of computation is small relative to the overall duration of a
transaction. The whole literature on optimistic/pessimistic approaches and the various schemes like two-phase locking
are about ensuring that no transaction can detect the concurrent transactions.

Once one is aware of the power of the “fiction of atomicity”, it becomes clear that it is a very useful way of
understanding the intention of a large range of concurrency ideas. Pipelining is one hardware example but, more
generally, the design of asynchronous circuits is about (safely) overlapping sub-operations. Another example is
(distributed) caching. In spite of the fact that this abstraction appears so useful, there is no general way of arguing that
the subsequent splitting of atoms is safe. The database literature [4,30,17,53] is interesting but the methods exhibited
there are honed to their specific application.

A worked example from another domain is worth considering as an existence proof for a general method. The
example of atomicity refinement in [28] satisfies the desiderata listed in Section 2. It can be applied to the development
of the specification given in Fig. 1. This example is simpler than examples in earlier papers; the point here is to draw
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Priq class
vars v: N, next : private ref(Priq)← nil;
enq(x : N) method

begin
return;
if next = nil then (v← x; next← new(Priq))

else if v < x then enq(x)

else (enq(v); v← x)

end
. . .

end Priq.

Fig. 3. Priority queue program.

out the lessons. In particular some new comments about observability give pointers to the further work sketched in
the last section of this paper.

Before tackling the example itself, it is worth sketching the genesis of the move to concurrent object-based
languages because it again links to the properties desired for methods. After Ketil Stølen had completed his Ph.D. [50],
he and the current author worked on a joint paper which would have demonstrated the extended rely/guarantee method
that he had developed to handle progress arguments (an issue which earlier work had failed to address). The paper
was never finished because of the realization that the rely/guarantee proofs became too heavy if one was forced to
use their full weight for every programming construct. What was needed was a clear way to show where interference
could not occur and to limit the use of interference proofs to the remaining10 portions of the program.

Object-oriented languages in general – and POOL [3] in particular – provided the inspiration for the next step.
Class-based OOLs offer the program designer ways to control the degree of interference: local “instance” variables
are only accessible via local methods; the degree to which references (i.e. pointers to instances) are shared between
objects governs the degree of interference. In [25,26,28], a language (πoβλ) was explored which required that only one
method was active in any object instance at one point in time. Coupled with the identification of private references
which (among other restrictions) could not be copied, an intermediate class of interference control was described
where “islands” were immune from interference and could execute in parallel with other processes.

For the priority queue specified in Fig. 1, it is a straightforward step of data reification to represent the set by
an ordered sequence of values. It is also not difficult to develop (by sequential operation decomposition) a (πoβλ)
program which sequentially inserts an enqued value into its correct position.

The idea now is to introduce concurrency into such a sequential program. Fig. 3 shows the return statement at the
head of the enq method. In contrast to the sequential program, this version of enq would release its client from the
rendezvous immediately and the client could proceed in parallel with the activity within the chained sequence of Priq
elements. Furthermore, as soon as a call is made to enq in the next element, activity can ripple down the sequence in
parallel. (It is also possible to make deq calls interleave.)

Unfortunately, it proved non-trivial to justify the equivalence rules of πoβλ. (In addition to commuting return
statements as above, there was a rule for “delegating” return values.) Attempts include [51,52,31,27,18]. Davide
Sangiorgi [47] used “barbed bi-simulation” and introduced the idea of “uniformly receptive processes”. With
hindsight, it can be seen that what dogged these proofs was an extremely subtle question of observability (or context).
It is not true that the behaviour of the sequential and concurrent enq operations is identical. Of course, we have
already observed that operation decomposition introduces extra steps and that data reification changes internal (state)

10 It should be observed that a bad decomposition will always be very hard to prove correct; this is certainly true for overly cunning concurrent
splits; one is reminded of Plato’s note (in Phaedrus) “The separation of the Idea into parts, by dividing it at the joints, as nature directs, not breaking
any limb in half as a bad carver might”.
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representations. But in both of these cases, there is a clear notion of what is observable “at the interface” (via external
types).11 The situation with enq is more complicated. A sufficiently rich observation language could observe that in

enq(2); enq(3); enq(1)

the completion of enq(1) can precede that of enq(3) in the concurrent queue but not in the sequential queue. The point
is that πoβλ is (deliberately) expressively too weak to be able to detect such differences.

The transformational introduction of concurrency by the use of πoβλ’s equivalence rules comes close to meeting
the desiderata of development methods given in Section 2. The issue might be whether the πoβλ approach is
sufficiently general. One way to move forward would be to embrace (concurrent) object-oriented languages and search
for more equivalences. The final section of this paper draws more general conclusions from this specific approach in
the acknowledgement that a set of such transformations might not be general enough.

5. Further work

A beginning has been made on formalising notions of “atomicity refinement”; but much remains to be done.
The ubiquity of informal “atomicity refinement” is both challenging and a pointer to considerable intellectual

leverage. An interesting test case is to take Dijkstra’s example of on-the-fly garbage collection from [13] and tackle it
as a refinement from an atomic GC algorithm: the challenge would be to use only rules from a general method.

There are of course, many concurrent programs which do not fit the mould of atomicity refinement. In programs
which use locking, the termination of one process might rely on progress in the other.

One non-issue should be recognised: just switching to a Process Algebra is not a solution to “interference”. It is
argued above that “the essence of concurrency is interference”: communication based concurrency just has to deal
with interfering communication. This is obvious once one has programmed a shared variable in the pi-calculus: one
can then program up examples which precisely mimic the interference on shared variables just by having two or more
processes interact with the process which models the variable.

In fact, reverting to the topic of what is meant by “state”, one could say that the most abstract evidence of state is
that a system will behave differently at two different times when presented with the same inputs. One realisation of
this abstract notion of state as affecting behaviour is to view a process algebraic term as having an associated “program
counter”; changes in behaviour come about because the process is at a different point in its execution. This is not, of
course, the normal terminology of the process algebra community but it is important to understand what is – and is
not – really different from shared variable concurrency. This does not, of course, argue against the insight that can be
gained from process algebra.12 Indeed, it could be that the expressive power of trace assertions is weak enough to win
decidability (and thus move from proof to “types”).

The πoβλ example provides two interesting pointers to future work.

• Arguments about “refining atomicity” are likely to depend rather intimately on notions of “context”.
• The use of equivalences in a design language will have to be carefully checked against the eventual implementation

language.

Obviously, it is important to recognise other related contributions and to understand the extent to which they might
have already solved sub-problems that relate to atomicity refinement. The work on refinement calculi [10,33,8] has
led to the notion of “Action Systems”. Furthermore, the rich sets of database transaction implementation techniques
need to be investigated: πoβλ’s existing transformations show how closely these connect. It also appears likely that in
some cases rely/guarantee conditions will be needed to show valid “atom splitting”. In spite of what is said above about
process algebras not of themselves solving the problem of interference, there are related methods being investigated
there: for example, [7] takes a careful look at contexts for refinements.

The second example of threads of concurrent assignments in Section 2

(x ← x + 1) || (x ← x ∗ 2)

11 Even here, there is delicacy in the details of the observation language — cf. [34,35].
12 The study of the fundamental nature of communication is one of the most important on-going challenges in Computing Science and can be

compared to the early clarification of the the notion of computation. The largest contribution to our understanding of communication has come
from the study of process algebras or calculi where the notion of shared state is deprecated.
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was not randomly chosen: it is interesting that the non-determinacy (even with the assumption of assignment
atomicity) comes from the fact that the operators in the two assignments do not commute. Some authors have tried to
base methods broadly like “atomicity refinement” on commutative sub-operations. This author does not see how this
can be made to yield a compositional method.

It will be interesting to see whether embedding SOS definitions in “logical frames” offers any purchase on the
proof of the methods themselves. If one views

s
−→ as a relation, it can be embedded directly into a proof tool. The

“Plotkin rules” are used directly as the inference rules about programs and the logical frame of the proof tool is
enriched to reason about the logic of

s
−→. (Tobias Nipkow and colleagues have done this for definitions of significant

subsets of Java [36]; the idea is also discussed in [29] but appears to originate with [11].) It is also possible to extend
this to stepwise development by introducing assumptions about part of a program which is yet to be developed.13

More importantly for the purposes here, the observation that one can easily reason directly about the SOS rules of a
language removes from us any temptation to search for complete sets of rules which have anyway proved elusive for
most languages.14 In particular, if there is a need to talk about non-interference conditions like Reynolds’ S#T , one
can do this directly in terms of the semantics where the “environment” is a direct coding of variable sharing.
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